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COVER STORY

REPORTING IN THE
VORTEX OF A STORM
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By Michele Cohen Marill

As the eye wall of Hurricane Irma approached Naples, Florida,
NBC News correspondent Kerry Sanders stood in the worsening
storm for a live shot. Behind him, palm fronds flapped furiously
against a gun-metal gray sky. Sanders shouted over the crackle of
rain and drum beat of the wind.

Sanders wrapped an arm around a railing to steady himself
against strong gusts. After covering more than 60 hurricanes, he is as
accustomed as anyone can be to the throes of extreme weather.
But then Sanders gave viewers a rare, behind-the-scenes glimpse
of how he stays safe. He was standing on the fourth floor of a parking
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deck, where he could walk outside or retreat beneath a ceiling. A
large SUV parked further inside the deck provided cover for Sanders
and his crew.
“Honestly, there’s a danger in everything that happens [in a
storm],” he told viewers. “We’re just trying to use the proper caution
in everything we’re doing here.”
After Hurricane Irma in 2017, critics questioned the rationale for
storm-tossed live shots, with headlines such as “TV reporters face
danger they tell others to avoid.” But journalists who cover extreme
weather are fully aware of the hazards — and they do what they can
to reduce their risk as these events grow in number and scope.
Human-caused climate change is leading to heavier rain, more
frequent heat waves and large forest fires, and other extreme weather
events, according to the Climate Science Special Report issued by
13 federal agencies in 2017 as part of the Fourth National Climate
Assessment. That is an important backdrop to the reporting by
environmental and weather journalists.
Plus, each extreme weather event carries its own hazards: flooding,
winter storms, tornadoes, wildfires, volcanic eruptions, mudslides.

Like the reporting itself, staying safe requires attention to detail.
Prepared journalists bring along proper gear and clothes, healthy
snacks and drinking water, weighted ropes and rugged footwear.
This isn’t about thrill-seeking, Sanders said. “People want to
know what is going on outside their boarded-up windows. They are
sheltered inside, and we are the window to what’s going on.”
A sobering reminder of the deadly potential came in May 2018,
when two broadcast journalists were killed by a tree that fell on their
SUV while they were covering the effects of Subtropical Storm
Alberto in North Carolina.
This kind of reporting is not new. Dan Rather aired the first live
hurricane coverage in 1961, when he was a young news director at a
local station in Houston. Broadcasting from a U.S. Weather Bureau
(now the National Weather Service) office on Galveston Island, he
superimposed a radar image onto a map, showing the massive size
of Hurricane Carla — and spurring evacuation of the Texas coast as
cameramen captured images of the rising wind and waves. Rather,
who retired as anchor of the “CBS Evening News” in 2004, acquired
the nickname “Hurricane Dan.”
Today, the 24-hour news cycle drives storm coverage, while climate
change ramps up the severity of extreme weather events.
A broad view of hazards remained top of mind for Lise Olsen,
senior investigative reporter at the Houston Chronicle, as she waded
through water and helped her neighbors in the wake of severe flooding
after Hurricane Harvey in 2017. She visited a shelter, witnessed
rescues and collected vignettes for daily news stories — and she
began calling sources to ask about one of Houston’s most dangerous
Superfund sites. She eventually teamed up with Associated Press
reporters for stories on toxic spills after Harvey.
“You can get caught up in the coverage of the minute-by-minute,
but you have to think about the bigger picture,” Olsen said.
At the same time, she managed logistical challenges. When she
was eventually able to leave her neighborhood, the cellphone app
Waze helped her avoid flooded roads and hazards — and she kept
her cellphone in a Ziploc bag in case it fell in the mud. She used
it to record interviews rather than trying to write on a pad. After
spending time in flooded homes — which reeked of mold, mildew
and rot — she came home and left her boots on the doorstep and
immediately showered.
As meteorologists track weather events, journalists have time to
prepare for their on-scene reports. Mike Bettes, a Weather Channel
meteorologist known for his dramatic live coverage, moves to the
location of an approaching storm as early as possible. As soon as he
arrives, he contacts the local emergency manager, police chief or fire
chief and seeks a safe shelter.
For live shots, he makes sure he won’t be standing near trees that
could uproot or fling coconuts like missiles in the gusts. He tries
to stay a safe distance from tornadoes, and if he finds himself in a
lightning storm, he and his crew take cover in their vehicles.
Ample food and extra clothes are essential in ongoing storm
coverage. “You have to be self-sufficient, potentially for days on end,”
Bettes said.
continued on page 6
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Extreme Weather continued from page 5
When he covers a winter storm, Bettes brings
extra apparel: two hats, two pairs of gloves, two pairs
of boots, two parkas, and four or five pairs of socks.
“Sometimes you’re in a really wet snowstorm and
you get soaked. The last thing you want to be in a
snowstorm is wet,” he said.
In his years covering hurricanes, Sanders has
developed some do’s and don’ts. Instead of sugary
snacks, he brings fruit, peanut butter and bread. He
carries two cellphones — with different carriers. He
dresses to stay cool and knows he won’t stay dry.
“I’m shocked at the number of people who are
dispatched from other parts of the country to cover
a hurricane who are wearing jeans,” he said. “The rain
on jeans becomes the most miserable experience ever.”
Underneath his rain pants and jacket, Sanders
wears a cotton T-shirt and shorts or a swimsuit. (He
has one or two extra rain jackets.) He doesn’t bother 7:&·60,.(%(77(6&29(56:,17(567250/,$0,167-26(3+0,66285,3+272
7+(:($7+(5&+$11(/
with socks; his feet will be wet inside his boots. And
needed to understand fire behavior if he wanted to stay safe. He
he wears goggles to protect his eyes, as the wind often carries sand
enrolled in a fire academy for basic training and volunteered to help
and debris.
with controlled burns in the Texas grasslands.
Wildfires pose their own threats. Al Henkel, NBC News senior
Fires can change direction suddenly, so Henkel is always aware of
coordinating producer for newsgathering, quickly realized that he
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safety zones and escape routes. “You have to think like a firefighter
rather than a reporter,” he said.
He dresses like a firefighter, too. His pants and shirt are made of
Nomex fabric, which is fire-resistant. He wears gloves and a hard hat,
and his leather boots are eight inches high with Vibram soles, which
have strong traction.
During one wildfire, he recalls standing next to another reporter
who was wearing a T-shirt and shorts — and getting burned by
flying embers.
As he treks toward the fire, he carries a pack that contains a fire
shelter — a protective pop-up tent for a worst-case scenario in
which the crew becomes trapped by flames. He also has extra water,
food, toilet paper, batteries, gloves and shoelaces. “You’ve got to be
prepared to be on your own and provide for yourself as long as you’re
out with the crews,” Henkel said.
In his reporting, Henkel remains respectful of the work of the
firefighters and sensitive to the residents in the local community who
have lost their homes. Ultimately, his coverage shows a vivid reality
that a view from afar could not.
“I love covering wildfires because they are the full view of the fury
of Mother Nature,” he said. “You don’t really realize how hot it is and
how fast they move and how dangerous they can be until you’re right
up next to them.”
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By Michele Cohen Marill
One iconic photograph tells the story of Hurricane Maria’s
devastation of Puerto Rico: A lone bicyclist in a blue jacket makes
his way down the ruins of a highway. Huge chunks of the road are
missing, eaten away by a raging river that has now receded into a
placid stream of mud. Uprooted trees and sheared-off branches lie
scattered in heaps.
The photo was taken from above — by a drone. It was the only way
to get the panoramic image.
Drone use in journalism is evolving rapidly, especially as a method
for conveying the aftermath of extreme weather events. For example,
the USA Today Network has about 60 drone pilots in more than 20 of
its 109 print and digital newsrooms around the country and continues to
train more in conjunction with other news organizations and Virginia
Tech Mid-Atlantic Aviation Partnership in Blacksburg, Virginia.
“People want to see the effects of a natural disaster,” said Andrew
Scott, director of photo and video news gathering and director of
operations for unmanned aerial systems at the USA Today Network.
“[Drones have] really elevated the visual storytelling skill set and
made our pieces much more cinematic.”
Before he could deploy the first drones, Scott needed to consider
issues of liability, ethics, privacy, insurance, training — and Federal
Aviation Administration regulations. The FAA began certifying
drone pilots in August 2016. Under FAA rules, drone pilots first take

a written knowledge test. Drones must stay in the operator’s line of
sight and cannot be flown at night. A waiver is required to fly a drone
over people or in controlled air space. Drones cannot be flown over
a wildfire because they may interfere with aerial firefighting efforts.
Still, drone journalism has made great progress since the day in
2011 when Matt Waite first saw “flying robots” at a digital mapping
conference. They were expensive and couldn’t be used legally in the
United States.
Undeterred, Waite, a journalism professor at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, created a Drone Journalism Lab and used grant
money to test the capabilities of drone photography. He filmed a
severe drought in Nebraska.
“We thought this would be a perfect demonstration story because
we could do it in extremely rural places, at no risk to anyone in the air
or on the ground, and it was extremely visual. It would open people’s
eyes to the extent of the drought,” he said.
He posted images and video on the lab’s website and YouTube —
and received a “cease and desist” order from the FAA.
Today, working under the new FAA rules, journalists use drones to
reveal the impact of extreme weather events. Waite and his students
continue to explore drones’ journalistic capabilities — from creating
a “virtual reality” experience using multiple images of storm damage
to mapping the loss of wetlands.
“A single photograph can change the way people think about a
storm or an event,” Waite said.
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